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Abstract
Using on-shell gauge invariant formulation of relativistic dynamics we study interaction
vertices for a massive spin 5/2 Dirac field propagating in (A)dS space of dimension greater
than or equal to four. Gravitational interaction vertex of massive spin 5/2 field and all cubic
vertices for massive spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 fields with two and three derivatives
are obtained. In dimension greater that four, we demonstrate that the gravitational vertex
of massive spin 5/2 field involves, in addition to the standard minimal gravitational vertex,
contributions with two and three derivatives. We find that for massive spin 5/2 and massless
spin 2 fields one can build two higher-derivative vertices with two and three derivatives. Limits
of massless and partial massless fields in (A)dS space are discussed.
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1 Introduction and Summary
1.1 Motivations for theory of interacting massive higher fields in (A)dS
Higher spin field theories [1, 2] formulated in anti-de Sitter space-time have attracted consid-
erable interest for a long period of time. Conjectured duality [3] of conformal N = 4 SYM
theory and superstring theory in AdS5 × S5 has triggered intensive study of higher spin field
dynamics in AdS space. Modern higher spin fields research can be divided in two directions.
One of the directions is related to massless higher spin fields in AdS (for recent review see
[4],[5]), while another one is related to massive higher spin fields in AdS. Apparently, study-
ing the massive higher fields in AdS should have certain interesting and valuable applications
in string theory because one believes that space of states of the short superstring in AdS space
is formed by massless low spin fields and massive higher spin fields (see e.g. [6]). One of
interesting problems of massive higher spin fields in AdS is introduction of the gravitational
interaction. In contrast to completeness of description of the gravitational interaction for mass-
less higher spin in AdS [2], not much is yet known on the gravitational interaction of massive
higher spin fields in AdS. In this paper we make first step in this direction by studying the
gravitational interaction for simplest case of massive higher spin field which is spin 5/2 field.
Also, we study higher-derivative cubic vertices for spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 field with
two and three derivatives and obtain complete list of such vertices.
To summarize, theories of interacting massive higher spin fields in AdS background can
be interesting for two reasons at least. The first is their possible applications in superstring
theories in AdS5 × S5 Ramond-Ramond background. The second reason is that the massless
limit of these theories might have interesting relations to massless higher spin field theories of
Ref.[2] which in turn, according to conjecture in Ref.[7, 8], have certain dual description in
terms of free large N conformal N = 4 SYM theory1.
Before proceeding to the main theme of this paper let us mention briefly the gauge invari-
ant approaches which could be used to discuss interaction vertices of spin 5/2 field. Since the
works [1],[11, 12] devoted to massless fields in AdS space various descriptions of massive and
massless arbitrary spin fields in (A)dS were developed. In particular, an ambient space formu-
lation was discussed in [13]-[15] and various BRST formulations were studied in [16]-[19].
The frame-like formulations of free fields which seems to be the most suitable for formulation
1 Interesting recent discussion of tensionless llimit of strings in flat and AdS spaces may be found in [9, 10].
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of the theory of interacting fields in (A)dS was developed in [20, 21]. Other interesting for-
mulations of higher spin theories were also discussed recently in [22]-[24]. In this paper we
adopt the approach of Refs.[25, 26] which turns out to be the most useful for our purposes.
1.2 Gravitational interaction vertex and higher-derivative vertices
The gravitational interaction of low spin fields, s = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, is obtained by standard
procedure via covariantization of their free free actions2. By now it is well known [27, 28]
that ‘naive’ gravitational interaction for higher spin fields, s > 2, introduced by using pro-
cedure of the covariantization of their free actions in flat space, turns out to be inconsistent.
The reason is that in curved background the gauge variation of the higher spin actions con-
tains Weyl tensor which cannot be compensated by variation of the graviton metric tensor.
It turns out [29] that in order to get consistent gravitational interaction it is necessary to add
higher-derivative contributions to the minimal gravitational interaction. Throughout this paper
we refer to the Lagrangian of gravitational interaction introduced by using procedure of the
covariantization of their free actions in flat space and taken at cubic order in fields as mini-
mal gravitational vertex. As said, this vertex for higher spin fields, s > 2, breaks higher spin
gauge symmetries and therefore is not consistent. Minimal gravitational vertex supplemented
by higher-derivative contributions required for the consistency of higher spin gauge symme-
tries is referred to as gravitational vertex in this paper. In general besides gravitational vertex
there are other higher-derivative vertices that do not involve minimal gravitational vertex and
respect linerazied higher spin gauge symmetries. We refer to such vertices as higher-derivative
vertices.
In this paper we build gravitational vertex for massive Dirac spin 5/2 field and higher-
derivative cubic vertices for massive Dirac spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 fields3 propagat-
ing in (A)dSd space. These vertices constructed out two massive spin 5/2 fields, one massless
spin 2 field, and covariant derivatives acting on the fields. In general, cubic vertex involves
contributions with different powers of derivatives. Therefore, to label cubic vertices we need
2 Recent discussion of cubic vertices for massive and massless spin 2 fields with kmax = 2 in the framework
of gauge invariant approach may be found in [30]. Complete classification of cubic vertices for all massless and
massive arbitrary spin symmetric fields in flat space as well as concrete expressions for vertices was obtained in
the framework of light-cone approach in [31].
3 Throughout this paper we deal with cubic vertices that involve two fermionic fields and one massless spin 2
field.
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two labels at least. The first label, denoted by kmin, is minimal number of derivatives appear-
ing in the vertex, and the second label, denoted by kmax, is maximal number of derivatives in
the vertex. In general, values of kmin and kmax depend on dimension of space-time. We begin
with discussion of our results for vertices in dimension greater than four. In this paper we
consider parity invariant vertices4 with kmax ≤ 3. Note also that we deal with vertices which
are nontrivial on-shell.
In dimensions d > 4, we find that:
a) Gravitational vertex for massive spin 5/2 Dirac field in (A)dS and flat spaces involves, in
addition to the standard minimal gravitational vertex, contributions with two and three deriva-
tives, i.e. for gravitational vertex we obtain kmax = 3, (kmin = 1). There is no possibility to
make kmax < 3 for d > 4.
b) For massive spin 5/2 Dirac field and massless spin 2 fields in (A)dS and flat spaces
one can build two higher-derivative vertices with two and three derivatives5. Both these ver-
tices have kmin = 2, kmax = 3, i.e., the kmin, kmax are not enough to label vertices uniquely.
Appearance of the higher-derivative vertices with kmin = 2, kmax = 3 implies that the gravi-
tational vertex is ambiguous, i.e. higher spin gauge symmetries by themselves do not allow to
fix gravitational vertex uniquely. We state that it is not possible to obtain gravitational vertex
for spin 5/2 field with kmax < 3 for d > 4 by adding higher-derivative vertices.
c) Gravitational vertices for massless and partial massless spin 5/2 Dirac fields in (A)dS
involve, in addition to the standard minimal gravitational vertex, contributions with two and
three derivatives, i.e. for these gravitational vertices we obtain kmax = 3 (kmin = 1). There is
no possibility to make kmax < 3 for d > 46.
d) For massless spin 5/2 Dirac field and massless spin 2 fields in (A)dS there are no higher-
derivative vertices with two and three derivatives7. This implies that the gravitational vertex
for massless Dirac spin 5/2 field is unique in d > 4.
e) For partial massless spin 5/2 Dirac field and massless spin 2 field in (A)dS one can
4 We refer to vertex that does not involve one antisymmetric Levy-Civita symbol and γd+1 = γ0 . . . γd−1
matrix as parity invariant vertex.
5 In the first version of the paper we mistakenly thought that there are three higher-derivative vertices for
massive field in d > 4. It turns out that one of the vertices is trivial on-shell.
6 Interesting discussion of the gravitational vertex of massless spin 5/2 field in AdS may be found in [43].
7 In the first version of the paper we mistakenly thought that there is one higher-derivative vertex for massless
field in d > 4. It turns out that this vertex is trivial on-shell.
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build one higher-derivative vertices with two and three derivatives8. This vertex has kmin = 2,
kmax = 3. This implies that the gravitational vertex is ambiguous for the Dirac spin 5/2 partial
massless fields in d > 4.
In dimension d = 4, we find that:
a) Gravitational vertices for massive, massless, and partial massless spin 5/2 Dirac fields
in (A)dS4 involve, in addition to the standard minimal gravitational vertices, higher-derivative
contributions only with two derivatives, i.e. in d = 4, we obtain kmax = 2 (kmin = 1) for the
the gravitational vertices9.
b) For massive spin 5/2 Dirac field and massless spin 2 field one can build only one higher-
derivative vertex with two and three derivatives, i.e. the vertex takes kmin = 2, kmax = 3.
c) For massless spin 5/2 Dirac field and massless spin 2 field in (A)dS4 there are no higher-
derivative vertices with two and three derivatives. This implies that the gravitational vertex for
massless field is unique in d = 4 and takes kmin = 1, kmax = 2.
e) For partial massless spin 5/2 Dirac field and massless spin 2 field in (A)dS4 there are no
higher-derivative vertices with two and three derivatives10. This implies that the gravitational
vertex for partial massless field in d = 4 is unique and takes kmin = 1, kmax = 2.
We now present our result for the cubic vertices. Cubic order Lagrangian for two mas-
sive spin 5/2 and one massless spin 2 with one derivative (which is the minimal gravitational
vertex), and with two and three derivatives can be written as
Lint = L(1) + L(2) + L(3) , (1.1)
where L(1) stands for the minimal gravitational vertex, while L(2), L(3) stand for the respective
vertices with two and three derivatives. These vertices can be presented as 11
8 In the first version of the paper we mistakenly thought that there are two higher-derivative vertices for partial
massless fields in d > 4. It turns out that one of the vertices is trivial on-shell.
9 For the case of massive spin 5/2 field in flat space, this result was obtained in [32] (see also [33]). Discussion
of the gravitational interaction for spin 7/2 field in flat space in the framework of string theory may be found in
[34] (see also [35]-[37] for studying string theory interaction vertices for various fields. Arbitrary integer spin
field in homogeneous electromagnetic field and in symmetrical Einstein space were studied in [38],[39] (see also
[40]-[42] for related studies.
10 In the first version of the paper we mistakenly thought that there is one higher-derivative vertex for partial
massless field in d = 4. It turns out the vertex is trivial on-shell.
11The bra-vector 〈ψ| is defined according the rule 〈ψ| = (|ψ〉)†γ0 and e ≡ det eAµ , where eAµ is the vielbein of
(A)dS background. A,B = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1 are flat vector indices of the so(d− 1, 1) algebra.
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ie−1L(a) = 〈ψ|M(a)|ψ〉 , (1.2)
where |ψ〉 stands for massive Dirac spin 5/2 field. In on-shell gauge invariant approach, this
field is described by Dirac complex-valued tensor-spinor spin 5/2, 3/2, 1/2 fields of the
so(d − 1, 1) Lorentz algebra, denoted by ψABα, ψAα, ψα12, that are subjected to appropri-
ate constraints (for details of the on-shell gauge invariant formulation see Section 2). We use
oscillators αA, ζ to collect these fields (suppressing the spinor index α) in the ket-vector |ψ〉
defined by
|ψ〉 ≡ (αAαBψAB + ζαAψA + ζ2ψ) |0〉 . (1.3)
Operators M(a) constructed out the on-shell (A)dS massless spin 2 field, denoted by hAB ,
covariant derivatives, oscillators αA, α¯A, ζ , ζ¯, and γ-matrices. The operator M(1) describes
the minimal gravitational interaction of massive spin 5/2 and it can be obtained by using the
standard procedure of covariantization of the massive spin 5/2 free action in flat space and
expanding over (A)dS background13:
M(1) = −1
2
hABγADB + ωABClin γ
AαBα¯C , (1.4)
where DA is covariant derivative acting on the ket-vector |ψ〉 (see (2.14),(2.15)) and ωABClin =




(−DBhAC +DChAB) . (1.5)
and DA stands for standard covariant derivative acting on fields with flat indices. The remain-













M c3,a . (1.7)
12 Fields with flat indices ψAB are defined in terms of tensor fields ψµν in standard way: ψAB ≡ eAµ eBν ψµν .
13We assume normalization of free spin 5/2 field Lagrangian: ie−1L = 〈ψ|D/ |ψ〉 + . . .. Einstein-Hilbert
Lagrangian is normalized as LEH = 12κ2
√−GR. Metric tensor Gµν and veilbein EAµ are expanded over AdS









hAµ . Throughout this paper the




Gravitational vertex is described by the operator M(1) supplemented by appropriate operators
M2,a, M3,a. Higher-derivative vertices with two and three derivatives are described by appro-
priate operators M2,a, M3,a, M c2,3, M c3,a. It is the vertices related to operators M c2,3, M c3,a that
vanish when the Dirac spin 5/2 field |ψ〉 allows restriction to the Majorana spin 5/2 field.
The respective expressions for two and three derivative operators M2,a, M c2,3 and M3,a,








αBαCα¯E ζ¯ − ζαEα¯Bα¯C) , (1.10)




























αBαC ζ¯2 + ζ2α¯Bα¯C
)
DE , (1.16)




C ζ¯ − ζα¯Cmc3,3
)
DE , (1.17)













αBαC ζ¯2 − ζ2α¯Bα¯C)DE , (1.19)
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where CABCE stands for linearized Weyl tensor constructed out massless on-mass shell spin
2 field hAB and the quantities ma,b, mca,b are independent of the oscillators αA, α¯A and γ-
matrices. The quantities m2,1, m3,1, m3,3, mc3,3 depend on the operator Nζ ≡ ζζ¯, while the
quantities m2,2, m2,3, m3,2, m3,4, m3,5, mc2,3, mc3,4, mc3,5 do not depend on Nζ . The quantities
m2,1, m3,1, m3,3, m
c
3,3 allow representation
m2,1 = m2,1(0)(1−Nζ) +m2,1(1)Nζ , (1.20)
m3,1 = m3,1(0)(1−Nζ) +m3,1(1)Nζ , (1.21)
m3,3 = m3,3(0)(1−Nζ) +m3,3(1)Nζ , (1.22)
mc3,3 = m
c
3,3(0)(1−Nζ) +mc3,3(1)Nζ , (1.23)
Expansions (1.20)-(1.23) defined so that the expressions ma,b(0) and ma,b(1) turn out to the
respective values of ma,b for Nζ = 0 and Nζ = 1. Thus all that is required is to fix the





a,b(1) are pure imaginary numbers.
Our approach allows us to study vertices for fields in (A)dSd and flat space on equal foot-
ing. In (A)dSd space there are various limiting cases for massive spin 5/2 field: limit of mass-
less fields, limit of the partial massless fields14, and some special massless limit. To discuss


































14Recent studying the partial massless fields [44] may be found in [45, 46, 47, 26].
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Now there are the following possibilities for
Spin 5/2 field in (A)dS space, θ 6= 0,
∆˜1(0) 6= 0 , ∆˜1(1) 6= 0 , m 6= 0 , massive field in (A)dS; (1.27)
∆˜1(0) = 0 , ∆˜1(1) 6= 0 , m =
√−θ d
2
, massless field in (A)dS; (1.28)
∆˜1(0) 6= 0 , ∆˜1(1) = 0 , m =
√−θd− 2
2
, partial massless field in (A)dS; (1.29)
∆˜1(0) 6= 0 , ∆˜1(1) 6= 0 , m = 0 , special massless field in (A)dS . (1.30)
For the case of flat space there are the following well-known possibilities for
Spin 5/2 field in flat space, θ = 0,
m 6= 0 , massive field in flat space; (1.31)
m = 0 , massless field in flat space . (1.32)
We now discuss gravitational and higher-derivative vertices for (A)dS massive field in turn.
All that is required is to find appropriate values for ma,b, mca,b. It turns out that requirement of
gauge invariance leads to mca,b = 0, i.e., we should find solution to equations for ma,b which
we now discuss.
Gravitational interaction vertex for massive spin 5/2 field in (A)dSd, d > 4, (case
(1.27)). For this case solution to equations for ma,b imposed by on-shell gauge invariance can
be fixed uniquely by choosing m2,1(0) = m3,2 = 0. In this scheme we obtain15





m2,2 = 0 , (1.35)
15 To restore dependence on the gravitational constant κ we should simply to multiply the r.h.s. of relations
(1.33)-(1.43) by √2κ.
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m2,3 = − 1
∆˜1(0)
, (1.36)





m3,2 = 0 , (1.39)










From these relations, we see that, in the scheme we chose, the gravitational vertex does not
have smooth limit to massless and partial massless fields. It turns out however that the ∆˜1(0)
singularity (for massless field) and ∆˜1(1) singularity (for partial massless field) can be can-
celled by appropriate choice of scheme, i.e. by adding some higher-derivative vertices (as we
shall discuss below). Interesting feature of the solution above-given is that contributions with
two and three derivatives do not involve interactions like ψ2ψ2, where ψ2 is leading ψAB field
in (1.3).
As was said, there are two higher-derivatives vertices for massive spin 5/2 field and mass-
less spin 2 field. These vertices, denoted by (a) and (b), are described by the operators M2,a,
M3,a. As to vertices related to the operators M c2,a, M c3,a it turns out that requirement of gauge
invariance leads to mca,b = 0, i.e., the operators M c2,a, M c3,a do not lead to nontrivial higher-
derivatives vertices. We consider vertices (a) and (b) in turn.
(a) Higher-derivative vertex for massive spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 field in
(A)dSd, d > 4, case (1.27). For this case, solution to equations for ma,b imposed by on-shell
gauge invariance can be fixed uniquely by choosing m3,2 = 0 (for all allowed a, b), and by






























m3,2 = 0 , (1.50)
m3,3(0) = − 1
m∆˜1(0)
g , (1.51)
m3,3(1) = − 1
m∆˜21(0)∆˜1(1)








m3,4 = − 4
m∆˜1(0)
g , (1.53)
m3,5 = − 4(d− 3)
(d− 2)∆˜1(0)∆˜1(1)
g , (1.54)
where we introduce coupling constant g. Here and below we normalize all coupling constants
of higher-derivative vertices to dimension [mass]d−4. From (1.44)-(1.54) we see thatm2,a 6= 0,
m3,a 6= 0 for some a. This implies that the vertex involves contributions with two and three
derivatives, i.e. kmin = 2, kmax = 3.
(b) Higher-derivative vertex for massive spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 field in
(A)dSd, d > 4, case (1.27). For this case solution to equations for ma,b imposed by on-
shell gauge invariance can be fixed uniquely by choosing m2,1(0) = 0, and by equating the
gravitational constant to zero. In this scheme we obtain solution that is labelled by coupling
constant g′ and involves two and three derivatives:

































(d2 + d+ 2
d2
m2 +









m3,3(0) = − 1
2md∆˜1(0)
g′ , (1.62)






















In view of m2,a 6= 0, m3,a 6= 0 for some a, we see the vertex involves contributions with two
and three derivatives indeed.
We finish discussion of vertices for massive spin 5/2 field in (A)dSd, d > 4, and proceeding
to vertices for massless spin 5/2 field in (A)dSd, d > 4. As usual we start with
Gravitational interaction vertex for massless field 5/2 in (A)dSd, d > 4, (case (1.28)).
For this case requirement imposed by gauge invariance leads to mca,b = 0, i.e. all that remains





√−θ (d− 1) , (1.66)





√−θ (d− 1) , (1.68)
m2,3 = 0 , (1.69)
m3,1(0) =
1
2θ(d− 1) , (1.70)
m3,1(1) = 0 , (1.71)
m3,2 =
1
2θ(d− 1) , (1.72)
m3,3(0) = 0 , (1.73)
m3,3(1) = 0 , (1.74)
m3,4 = 0 , (1.75)
m3,5 = 0 . (1.76)
Since m2,a 6= 0, m3,a 6= 0 for some a the vertex involves contributions with two and three
derivatives. From relations (1.66)-(1.76), and (1.26) we see that that gravitational vertex for
massless fields in AdS does not have smooth limit to the flat space, θ → 0, [29].
We note that there are no higher-derivative vertices for massless spin 5/2 and spin 2 mass-
less fields with kmax ≤ 3. Also, we note that requirements of gauge invariance leads to some
nontrivial higher-derivative vertices with m2,1(1) 6= 0, m2,3 6= 0 m3,1(1) 6= 0, m3,3(1) 6= 0.
But, these nontrivial solutions describe interactions of spin 3/2 massive field and spin 2 mass-
less fields and we do not discuss them here.
Gravitational interaction vertex for massive field in (A)dSd, d > 4, allowing smooth
massless and partial massless limits. Gravitational vertex for massive field given in (1.33)-
(1.43) does not allow massless and partial massless limits. However by adding suitable com-
bination of the higher-derivative vertices given in (1.44)-(1.54), (1.55)-(1.65) the gravitational
vertex can be transformed to the form allowing smooth massless and partial massless limits.
We now demonstrate this.
Using the notation mGrava,b for ma,b given in (1.33)-(1.43), m(a)a,b for ma,b given in (1.44)-


















12m2 − d(d− 4)θ . (1.78)
New ma,b take the form





m2,2 = 4ω , (1.81)












m3,3(0) = 0 , (1.86)
m3,3(1) = 0 , (1.87)
m3,4 = 0 , (1.88)
m3,5 = 0 . (1.89)
In this scheme, we see that the gravitational vertex has smooth massless limit and partial
massless limit as well. We note that choice of gravitational vertex having smooth massless and
partial limit is not unique. We finish discussion of vertices in d > 4 dimension with
Vertices for partial massless spin 5/2 field in d > 4.
Gravitational vertex for partial massless spin 5/2 field can simply be obtained from (1.79)-
(1.89) by taking limit of partial massless field (1.29). For partial massless field spin 5/2 field
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and massless spin 2 field there is only one higher-derivative vertex with kmax ≤ 3. The vertex
takes kmin = 2, kmax = 3 and we now discuss this vertex.
Higher-derivative vertex for partial massless spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 in
(A)dSd, d > 4. The vertex is labelled by two coupling constants, g, g′ (which should not
be confused with the ones used earlier), and is given by16
m2,1(0) = − 1
4
√−θg , (1.90)





m2,2 = − 1√−θg , (1.92)
m2,3 =
∆˜1(0)(d































Coupling constant g in (1.90)-(1.100) describes interaction of the partial massless spin 5/2 field
and massless spin 2 field, while coupling constant g′ in (1.90)-(1.100) describes interaction
16 Mass parameter m for partial massless spin 5/2 field given in (1.29) leads to ∆˜1(0) = (θ(d2 − 1)/d)1/2.
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between partial massless spin 5/2 field, massive spin 1/2 field and massless spin 2 field.
We note that only for partial massless field (and massless field in flat space) requirement
of gauge invariance allows nontrivial solution to equations for mca,b. This is to say that for the
case of partial massless field in (A)dSd we obtainmca,b which are labelled by coupling constant
g′′c and are given by
mc2,3 = 0 , (1.101)











However, the coupling constant g′′c in (1.101)-(1.105) describes higher-derivative interaction
between partial massless spin 5/2 field, massive spin 1/2 field and massless spin 2 field and
there is no higher-derivative interaction for the partial massless spin 5/2 field and massless spin
2 field related to mca,b.
Gravitational and higher-derivative vertices in d = 4.
We now discuss the gravitational and higher-derivative vertices for Dirac spin 5/2 field in
d = 4. We note that all vertices obtained above for d > 4 are valid in d = 4 too. But, in d = 4,
the higher-derivative vertices do not constitute basis of independent vertices. This happens
because in d = 4 some three-derivative operators M3,a (M c3,a) can be expressed in terms of
two-derivative operators M2,a (M c2,a). This leads to zero values of corresponding m3,a (mc3,a)
and shifts values of some m2,a (mc2,a). Taking these changes into account we obtain:
Gravitational interaction vertex for massive field in (A)dS4, d = 4, (case (1.27)). In
d = 4 vertex given in (1.33)-(1.43) takes the form






m2,2 = 0 , (1.108)
m2,3 = − 1
∆˜1(0)
, (1.109)
m3,1(0) = 0 , (1.110)
m3,1(1) = 0 , (1.111)
m3,2 = 0 , (1.112)
m3,3(0) = 0 , (1.113)
m3,3(1) = − 3m
8∆˜21(0)∆˜1(1)
, (1.114)





Since some m3,a 6= 0 we still have three-derivative contributions to the gravitational ver-
tex. But, in contrast to d > 4 dimensions, these contributions can by cancelled by higher-
derivative vertex. To demonstrate this we now consider higher-derivative vertices (1.44)-(1.54)
and (1.55)-(1.65). It turns out that in d = 4 these vertices become identical. We present vertex
given in (1.44)-(1.54) (vertex given in (1.55)-(1.65) takes the same form by module of overall
normalization factor).
Higher-derivative vertex for massive spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 field in (A)dS4,

















m3,1(0) = 0 , (1.121)
m3,1(1) = 0 , (1.122)
m3,2 = 0 , (1.123)





m3,4 = 0 , (1.126)
m3,5 = − 2
∆˜1(0)∆˜1(1)
g . (1.127)
Comparing (1.106)-(1.116) and (1.117)-(1.127) we see that three-derivative contributions in
gravitational vertex can be cancelled. We now demonstrate this. Using the notation mGrava,b for


















m2,3 = 0 , (1.132)
m3,a = 0 , for all a , (1.133)
i.e. all three-derivative contributions governed by m3,a cancel and the gravitational vertex
involves (in addition to the minimal vertex) only two derivatives. To restore dependence on





The vertex (1.129)-(1.133) has smooth limit to massless and partial massless fields in
(A)dS4 and gives the gravitational vertices for the corresponding fields17.
Massless spin 5/2 field and massless spin 2 field do not have higher-derivative interaction
in d > 4 with kmax ≤ 3 and do not have such interaction in d = 4 too.
The only higher-derivative vertex for the partial massless field and massless spin 2 field
which is nontrivial in d > 4 and governed by constant g (see (1.90) -(1.100)) become trivial in
d = 4. i.e. in d = 4 the partial massless spin 5/2 and massless spin field 2 do not have higher-
derivative interaction with two and three derivatives. Higher-derivative vertices labelled by
coupling constant g′ in (1.90)-(1.100) and g′′c in (1.101)-(1.105) remain nontrivial in d = 4,
but these vertices describe interaction between partial massless spin 5/2 field, massive spin 1/2
field and massless spin 2 field.
2 On-shell gauge invariant formulation of free massive spin
5/2 Dirac field in (A)dSd
Because we are building the interaction vertices in terms of free massive spin 5/2 field we begin
with discussion of formulation we use to describe such field18. In d-dimensional (A)dSd space
the massive totally symmetric spin 5/2 field is labelled by one mass parameter. To discuss
Lorentz covariant and gauge invariant formulation of such field we introduce Dirac complex-
valued tensor-spinor spin s′+ 1
2
fields of the so(d−1, 1) Lorentz algebra ψA1...As′α, s′ = 0, 1, 2
(where A,B = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1 are flat vector indices of the so(d− 1, 1) algebra), i.e. we start
with a collection of the tensor-spinor fields
ψAB α, ψAα , ψα , (2.1)




18 There are various interesting approaches in the literature which could be used to discuss interaction vertices.
This is to say that various Lagrangian formulations in terms of unconstrained fields in flat space and (A)dS space
may be found e.g. in [48]-[52]. Application of BRST approach to studying interacting fields in AdS may be
found in [53].
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where ψAB α is symmetric in A,B. By definition, the tensor-spinor fields ψABα, ψAα are
subjected the γ-tracelessness constraint
γAψAB = 0 , γAψA = 0 , (2.2)
which tells us that ψABα and ψAα are the respective spin 5/2 and 3/2 irreps of the Lorentz
algebra so(d− 1, 1). By definition ψα is spin 1/2 irreps of the Lorentz algebra.
In order to obtain the gauge invariant description of a massive field in an easy–to–use form
we introduce a set of the creation and annihilation operators αA, ζ and α¯A, ζ¯ defined by the
relations19
[α¯A, αB] = ηAB , [ζ¯ , ζ ] = 1 , α¯A|0〉 = 0 , ζ¯|0〉 = 0 , (2.3)
where ηAB is the mostly positive flat metric tensor. The oscillators αA, α¯A and ζ , ζ¯ transform
in the respective vector and scalar representations of the so(d − 1, 1) Lorentz algebra. The
tensor-spinor fields (2.1) can be collected into a ket-vector |ψ〉 defined by
|ψ〉 ≡ |ψ2〉+ ζ |ψ1〉+ ζ2|ψ0〉 , (2.4)
|ψ2〉 ≡ ψABααAαB|0〉 , (2.5)
|ψ1〉 ≡ ψAααA|0〉 , (2.6)
|ψ0〉 ≡ ψα|0〉 . (2.7)
Here and below spinor indices are implicit. The ket-vectors |ψs′〉 (2.5)-(2.7) satisfy the con-
straint
(αAα¯A − s′)|ψs′〉 = 0 , s′ = 0, 1, 2 , (2.8)
which tell us that |ψs′〉 is a degree s′ homogeneous polynomial in the oscillator αA. In terms
of the ket-vector |ψ2〉, |ψ1〉 (2.4) the γ-tracelessness constraints (2.2) take the form
γα¯|ψ2〉 = 0 , γα¯|ψ1〉 = 0 , γα¯ ≡ γAα¯A . (2.9)
19 We use oscillator formulation [11, 12, 54] to handle the many indices appearing for arbitrary spin fields.
It can also be reformulated as an algebra acting on the symmetric-spinor bundle on the manifold M [56]. Note
that the scalar oscillators ζ, ζ¯ arise naturally by a dimensional reduction [55, 56] from flat space. Our oscillators
αA, α¯A, ζ, ζ¯ are respective analogs of dxµ, ∂µ, du, ∂u of Ref.[56] dealing, among other thing, with massless
fermionic fields in (A)dS.
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The constraints (2.8), (2.9) can entirely be expressed in terms of the the ket-vector |ψ〉 (2.4):
(αα¯+Nζ − 2)|ψ〉 = 0 , (2.10)
γα¯|ψ〉 = 0 , (2.11)
Nζ ≡ ζζ¯ , αα¯ ≡ αAα¯A. (2.12)
Equation (2.10) tells us that |ψ〉 is a degree 2 homogeneous polynomial in the oscillators αA,
ζ .
Gauge invariant equations of motion for the massive fermionic field in (A)dSd space we
found take the form (
D/ +m1 + 2γα∆˜3ζ¯
)
|ψ〉 = 0 , (2.13)
where γα ≡ γAαA. The standard first-derivative differential Dirac operator D/ which enters
equations of motion (2.13) is given by
D/ ≡ γADA , DA ≡ eµADµ , (2.14)
where eµA stands for inverse vielbein of (A)dSd space, while Dµ stands for the Lorentz covari-
ant derivative




The ωABµ is the Lorentz connection of (A)dSd space, while a spin operator MAB forms a
representation of the Lorentz algebra so(d− 1, 1):
MAB = MABb +
1
2




An operator ∆˜3 = ∆˜3(Nζ) and mass operator m1 = m1(Nζ) entering equations of motion
(2.13) are given by
m1 =
d+ 2
d+ 2− 2Nζm , (2.17)
∆˜3 = −
(d+ 1−Nζ
(d− 2Nζ)3 F (m, Nζ)
)1/2
, (2.18)
where an function F (m, Nζ) depends on a mass parameter m and operator Nζ , and is given by








and θ is defined in (1.26).
Requiring the equations of motion (2.13) to be consistent with γ-tracelessness constraint
(2.11) leads to the Lorentz constraint for the ket-vector:
(
α¯D + (d+ 2− 2Nζ)∆˜3ζ¯
)
|ψ〉 = 0 , (2.20)
where α¯D ≡ α¯ADA. Equations of motion (2.13), the Lorentz constraint (2.20), and γ-
tracelessness constraint (2.11) constitute complete set of differential and algebraic constraints
to be imposed on the massive spin 5/2 field in the framework of on-shell gauge invariant ap-
proach.
We now discuss gauge symmetries of the equations of motion given in (2.13). To this
end we introduce parameters of gauge transformations ǫAα, ǫα which are the respective Dirac
complex-valued tensor-spinor spin 3/2 and 1/2 fields of the so(d − 1, 1) Lorentz algebra,
where the ǫAα is γ-traceless, i.e. we start with a collection of the tensor-spinor fields
ǫAα , ǫα , γAǫA = 0 . (2.21)
As before to simplify our expressions we use the ket-vector of gauge transformations pa-
rameter
|ǫ〉 ≡ |ǫ1〉+ ζ |ǫ0〉 , (2.22)
|ǫ1〉 ≡ αAǫA|0〉 , |ǫ0〉 ≡ ǫ|0〉 . (2.23)
The ket-vector |ǫ〉 satisfies the algebraic constraints
(αα¯ +Nζ − 1)|ǫ〉 = 0 , (2.24)
γα¯|ǫ〉 = 0 . (2.25)
The constraint (2.24) tells us that the ket-vector |ǫ〉 is a degree 1 homogeneous polynomial in
the oscillators αA, ζ , while the constraint (2.25) respects the γ-tracelessness of |ǫ〉.
Now the gauge transformations under which the equations of motion are invariant take the
form
δ|ψ〉 = (αD +∆)|ǫ〉 , (2.26)
∆ ≡ ζ∆˜1 + γα∆˜2 + α2∆˜3ζ¯ , (2.27)
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where operators ∆˜1, ∆˜2 do not depend on the γ-matrices and α-oscillators, and take the form
∆˜1 =
(d+ 1−Nζ





(d+ 2− 2Nζ)(d− 2Nζ)m , (2.29)
and ∆˜3, F are defined in (2.18),(2.19).
In order that the gauge transformation (2.26) respects the γ-tracelessness constraint(2.11)
the gauge transformation parameter |ǫ〉 should satisfy equations of motion(
D/ +m+1 + 2γα∆˜3ζ¯
)
|ǫ〉 = 0 , (2.30)
where mass operator m+ takes the form
m+1 =
d+ 2
d− 2Nζm . (2.31)
In turn, equations of motion (2.30) and γ-tracelessness constraint (2.25) for |ǫ〉 imply the
Lorentz constraint for |ǫ〉 (
α¯D + (d− 2Nζ)∆˜3ζ¯
)
|ǫ〉 = 0 . (2.32)
Equations of motion (2.30), the Lorentz constraint (2.32), and γ-tracelessness constraint (2.25)
constitute complete set of differential and algebraic constraints to be imposed on the parameter
of gauge transformation |ǫ〉 in the framework of on-shell gauge invariant approach.
We expressed our results in terms of the mass parameter m. Since there is no commonly
accepted definition of mass in (A)dS we relate our mass parameter m with various mass pa-
rameters used in the literature. One of the most-used definitions of mass, which we denote by
mD, is obtained from the following expansion of equations of motion:
(D/ +mD)|ψ2〉+ . . . = 0 , (2.33)
where dots stand for terms involving |ψ1〉 and |ψ0〉. Comparing (2.33) with (2.13),(2.17) leads
then to the identification
m = mD . (2.34)
Another definition of mass parameter for fermionic fields in (A)dSd [26], denoted by m, can
be obtained by requiring that the value of m = 0 corresponds to the massless fields. For the






For the case of AdSd (θ = −1) we obtain mD = m+ d2 and it turns out that the values m > 0
correspond to massive unitary irreps of the so(d− 1, 2) algebra [13, 57].
Interaction vertices are constructed out the on-shell massive spin 5/2 field |ψ〉 and on-mass
shell massless spin 2 field in AdSd background. In view of gauge invariance cubic higher-
derivative vertices under consideration depend on massless spin 2 field hAB throughout the
linearized Riemann tensor. Since the massless spin 2 field is assumed to be on-shell20 the
linearized Riemann tensor is equal to linearized Weyl tensor denoted by CABCE . The tensor
CABCE constructed out on-mass shell massless spin 2 field hAB and satisfies the well-known
equations of motion and various differential and algebraic constraints:
(D2 − 2θ(d− 1))CABCE = 0 , (2.36)
DACABCE = 0 , (2.37)
C{ABC}E = 0 , D{FCAB}CE = 0 , (2.38)
where the notation {ABC} implies summation over cyclic permutations of indices A,B,C.
Note that (2.36) is obtained from (2.37) by using (2.38).
3 Restrictions imposed on cubic vertices by on-shell gauge
invariance
We now demonstrate how the interaction vertices above-discussed can be obtained by using
massive spin 5/2 on-shell gauge symmetries. We formulate our statement.
Consider Lagrangian (1.1) with mass operators given in (1.6), (1.7). All that is required
is to fix the quantities ma,b and mca,b (1.8)-(1.19). In dimensions d > 4 by requiring the
Lagrangian to be gauge invariant w.r.t. on-shell gauge transformations we obtain that:
a) m2,a, a = 1, 2, 3, and m3,1(0), m3,3(0) can be expressed in terms of five quantities
m3,1(1)m3,2, m3,3(1), m3,4, m3,5 and we obtain 3 equations on these 5 quantities, i.e. we have
two parametric freedom in the solution.
20The massless spin 2 field hAB in (A)dSd satisfies the standard on-mass shell conditions: DAhAB = 0,
hAA = 0, (D2 − 2θ)hAB = 0.
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b) mc2,3 is equal to zero, while mc3,3(0) can be expressed in terms of m3,4. For three quan-
tities mc3,3(1), mc3,4, mc3,5 we obtain 5 equations, i.e. for this case we have over-determined
system of equations.
We evaluate the variation of Lagrangian (1.1) under gauge transformations (2.26). The
variation allows the representation (by module of total derivatives)
ie−1δLint = 〈ψ|V|ǫ〉 − h.c. , (3.1)
where operator V can be expanded in powers of derivatives
V = V(4) + V(3) + V(2) , (3.2)





















where Xa,b and Xca,b are some linear functions of the respective quantities ma,b and mca,b,
while Va,b is a basis of operators constructed out the Weyl tensor, oscillators, and covariant
derivatives21:
V4,1 ≡ DFCA(BC)EγAαFαBα¯CDE , (3.6)
V4,2 ≡ DFCABCEγABαFαC ζ¯DE , (3.7)
V4,3 ≡ DFCABCEγABζαF α¯CDE , (3.8)
V3,1 ≡ CABCEγABαCDE , (3.9)




V3,2 ≡ CABCEαBαCα¯ADE , (3.10)
V3,3 ≡ CABCEγAαBαC ζ¯DE , (3.11)
V3,4 ≡ CA(BC)EγAζαBα¯CDE , (3.12)
V3,5 ≡ CABCEγABζ2α¯CDE , (3.13)
V2,1 ≡ CABCEγAαBαCα¯E , (3.14)
V2,2 ≡ CABCEγABζαCα¯E . (3.15)
Requiring the variation (3.1) to vanish gives the equations Xa,b + Xca,b = 0. Since Xa,b
are real valued, while Xca,b are pure imaginary these equations amount to equations Xa,b = 0,
Xca,b = 0.
We outline result of analysis of equations Xa,b = 0.
i) Equations X4,a = 0, a = 1, 2, 3 lead to




ii) Equations X3,a = 0, a = 1, 2, 3 allow to express m2,1(0), m2,1(1), m2,2, m2,3 in terms
of m3,1(1), m3,2, m3,3(1), m3,4 and m3,5:





m2,1(1) = − d+ 2




m2,2 = 4m2,1(0) , (3.19)
m2,3 = −∆˜1(0)m3,1(1) + d+ 1
d
∆1(0)m3,2 +mm3,4 . (3.20)
iii) The remaining four equations X3,4 = X3,5 = 0, X2,1 = X2,2 = 0, are not independent.
This is to say that these 4 equations lead to 3 equations for five unknown quantities m3,1(1),
m3,2, m3,3(1), m3,4 and m3,5:
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d(d− 2)mm3,5 = 0 , (3.22)
−∆˜21(0)m3,1(1) +
(d2 + 5d− 2
d2
m2 +











Relations (3.16)-(3.20) and equations (3.21)-(3.23) constitute complete system of equations
obtained for ma,b from the requirement of on-shell gauge invariance of the Lagrangian. In
(3.23) we restore dependence on the gravitational constant κ (which throughout this paper
is set κ = 1/
√
2). The contribution related to κ is obtained from gauge variation of the
minimal gravitational vertex. Solution to equations for gravitational vertices are given for
value κ = 1/
√
2, while solution to equations for higher-derivative vertices are obtained for
κ = 022. Various solutions of Eqs.(3.21)-(3.23) were discussed in Sec. 1.2.
We now discuss results of analysis of equations Xca,b = 0.





ii) The remaining equations Xc3,a = 0, a = 1, . . . , 5, Xc2,1 = Xc2,2 = 0 lead to
mc2,3 = 0 , (3.25)
and give five equations for mc3,3(1), mc3,4 and mc3,5:
mmc3,4 = 0 , (3.26)
22 As is well known, general solution to non-homogenous equations (like the ones in (3.21)-(3.23)) is given by
sum of particular solution to non-homogeneous equations, κ 6= 0, (this gives gravitational vertex) plus general
solution to homogenous equations, κ = 0, (this gives higher-derivative vertices).
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θmc3,4 = 0 , (3.27)
∆˜1(1)m
c
3,3(1) = 0 , (3.28)
∆˜1(1)m
c







3,5 = 0 . (3.30)
Equations (3.24)-(3.30) constitute complete system of equations on mca,b which are obtained
from the requirement of on-shell gauge invariance of the Lagrangian. Various solutions of
Eqs.(3.24)-(3.30) were discussed in Sec. 1.2.
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Appendix A Notation and commutators of oscillators
and covariant derivative
We use 2[d/2] × 2[d/2] Dirac gamma matrices γA in d-dimensions,
{γA, γB} = 2ηAB , γA† = γ0γAγ0, (A.1)
where ηAB is mostly positive flat metric tensor and flat vectors indices of the so(d − 1, 1)
algebra take the values A,B,C,E,D, F = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1. To simplify our expressions we
drop ηAB in scalar products, i.e. we use XAY A ≡ ηABXAY B . Indices µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . d − 1
stand for indices of space-time base manifold.
Second relation in (A.1) implies the hermitian conjugation rules:
(iγ0)† = +iγ0 , (A.2)
(iγ0γA)† = −iγ0γA , (A.3)
(iγ0γAB)† = −iγ0γAB . (A.4)
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We use the algebra of commutators for operators that can be constructed out the oscillators
αA, α¯A and derivative DA (see also Appendix A in Ref.[58]). Starting with
[∂ˆA, ∂ˆB] = ΩAB
C ∂ˆC , Ω
ABC ≡ −ωABC + ωBAC , ωABC ≡ eµAωBCµ , (A.5)
where ∂ˆA ≡ eµA∂µ, ∂µ ≡ ∂/∂xµ, and ΩABC is a contorsion tensor we get the basic commutator




= ΩABCDC + θMAB , (A.6)
and RABCD is a Riemann tensor which for (A)dSd geometry takes the form
RABCD = θ(ηACηBD − ηADηBC) . (A.7)
The spin operator MAB is given in (2.16). For flexibility in (A.6) and below we present
our relations for a space of arbitrary geometry and for (A)dSd space. Using (A.6) and the
commutators
[DA, αB] = −ωABCαC , [DA, α¯B] = −ωABCα¯C , [DA, γB] = −ωABCγC , (A.8)
we find straightforwardly
[DA, α2] = 0 , [α¯2, DA] = 0 , [DA, γα] = 0 , (A.9)
[α¯2, αD] = 2α¯D , [γα¯, αD] = D/ , {D/ , γα} = 2αD , (A.10)








































[DA, αD] = −ωBCAαBDC + 1
2
RABCDαBMCD










[DA, D/ ] = −ωBCAγBDC + 1
2
RABCDγBMCD
= −ωBCAγBDC + θ
(





Expressions (A.5), (A.8)-(A.10) and the ones in 1st lines in (A.6),(A.11)-(A.16) are valid for
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